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NEARNESS RELATIONS IN LINEAR SPACES 1
MARTIN KALINA

In this paper, we consider nearness-based convergence in a linear space, where the
coordinatewise given nearness relations are aggregated using weighted pseudo-arithmetic
and geometric means and using continuous t-norms.
Keywords: nearness relation, pseudo-arithmetic mean, geometric mean, nearness-convergence, continuous t-norm
AMS Subject Classification: 40A05, 46A45, 03E72

1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC NOTIONS
Relations of fuzzy nearness on the real line were introduced as a tool for a kind of
fuzzy differential calculus in [6]. This concept was further developed in [4, 5, 7]. The
motivation for introducing the notion of nearness relation was the fact that, roughly
speaking, the expression

f(z)~f(x)
z—x
can be regarded as a cfuzzy derivative' of / at x and it is as good (or better as near
to the derivative itself) as near points x and z are to each other, i. e. the key notion
is the 'nearness'. Hence we need some formalization of it.
The topological properties of fuzzy nearness relations on metric spaces were studied by Dobrakovova [2, 3]. In 2002, a paper by Kalina and Dobrakovova [8] was
published generalizing 'nearness relations' to Banach spaces, where the coordinatewise given nearnesses were aggregated by t-norms. Some topological properties of
such nearness relations were investigated in that paper.
Now, we will continue investigating 'nearness-based1 convergences in the linear
space of all sequences. The coordinatewise given nearness relations will be aggregated using various particular cases of weighted pseudo-arithmetic means as well as
the geometric mean and also using continuous t-norms. I.e., the aggregation operators we will consider can be generalized also to the case of countably many inputs.
That is why aggregation operators will be defined by the following:
x
This is a revised and extended version of the paper presented at AG OP 2003 conference held
in Alcala de Henares, Spain.
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Definition 1. An aggregation operator A is a function A : [jnei\ 2 OQJO. l ] n ->
[0,1], where [0,1]°° is an infinite sequence with elements from [0,1], with the following properties
Al. it is non-decreasing in all coordinates
A2. if all inputs equal to 1 then the output is 1
A3, if all inputs are 0 then the output is 0.
Definition 2. We say that a is the annihilator of an aggregation operator A if the
output of the aggregation is a in case that at least one of the inputs is a.
For basic properties of such aggregation operators see e.g. [1, 11, 12, 13]. For
basic properties of t-norms see [10].
Definition 3. Let X be a linear space. We say that M : X x X —> [0; 1] is a relation
of weak nearness if and only if the following hold
1. J\f(x,x) = 1 for any x e X (reflexivity);
2. Af(x,y) = N(y,x)

for all x,y G X (symmetry);

3. for all x,y G X, y ^ 0 and all t\,t2ltz,t4
following holds

G 5ft such that t\ < t2 < £3 < £4 the

M(x + txy,x + Uy) < J\f(x + t2y,x + t3y).
We say that jV is a relation of nearness if and only if moreover
4. for all x,y G X, y ^ 0, the following holds
lim Af(x,x + ty) = 0.
t—>oo

If X is an n-dimensional vector space, we say that JV is an n-dimensional nearness.
An important role will be played by special (weak) nearness relations, so-called
strict ones, which are defined as follows
Definition 4. Let J\f : X x X -> [0; 1] be a weak nearness relation. It is called strict
if and only if the following holds for all x, y G X
N(x,y)

= l

i.e., if JV has the separation property.

«->

x =y
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Lemma 1. Let {Ni}i be a sequence (either finite or countable) of one-dimensional
nearness relations and A be an aggregation operator. Then M : X x X -* [0,1]
defined by
M(u,v) =
A(Afi(u1,v1),Af2(u2,v2),...)
is a weak nearness relation. If moreover A is right-continuous at 0 in each coordinate
and 0 is the annihilator of A, then M is a nearness relation, i.e. the property 4 of
Definition 2 holds for M.
P r o o f . We have to prove properties 1-3 from Definition 2. The first property,
the reflexivity of M, is implied by the property A2 of aggregation operators and by
the reflexivity of relations A/i. The second property, the symmetry of M, is implied
by the symmetry of the nearness relations A/i. The third property of M is implied
by the monotonicity of aggregation operators, i.e. by the property Al.
Choose some points u,v € X, v ^ ®. Then there exists at least one coordinate i
such that Vi ^ 0 and hence
lim Mi(ui, Ui + tVi) = 0.

(1)

t—>oo

Assume that A is right-continuous at 0 in each coordinate and 0 is the annihilator
of A. Then the above properties of A and formula (1) imply
lim M(u,u-{-tv)

=0.

•

t—>oo

Definition 5. (Dobrakovova [2, 3]) We say that a sequence {z^^i
of elements
of A' is JV-convergent to x G X (N being a (weak) nearness relation on X x X) if
and only if, for any a < 1, there exists an no such that for all m > no there holds
M(zm,x) > a.
2. TOPOLOGY OF NEARNESS RELATIONS
2.1. General properties
Definition 6. For any a G [0,1[, x0 G X and any nearness relation JV denote
OtfyQ(xo) = {x G X\J\f(x,xo)
We will call OM,Q(X0)

> a}.

the (Af, a)-neighbourhood of xo.

Definition 7. Let Otf denote the family of all (J\f, a)-neighbourhoods. Then there
exists the least topology containing the whole system Ojsf. This topology we will
denote by 7/V- We will say that 7}v 1s generated by the family Off.
For conditions under which the system Ox is the basis of 7V see [2, 3]. We
present the next theorem for the sake of completeness. It is a slightly reformulated
result by Dobrakovova [3],
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Theorem 1. Let JV be a nearness relation o n l x l
elements of X. Then

and {zjt}£Li a sequence of

(a) If {zk}kLx is 7}v-convergent, then it is JV-convergent.
(b) If CV is the basis of the topological space 7}v, then { z f c } ^ is 7}v-convergent if
and only if it is JV-convergent.
E x a m p l e 1. If we take the one-dimensional nearness relation on 5R x 5ft
N(x, y) = max{0; 1 - \x - y\},
then the system of neighbourhoods Otf is the basis of the Euclidean topology.
Example 2. (Dobrakovova [2, 3]) If we take the one-dimensional nearness relation
on 5ft x ft
if k - 2/1 < 0.5
M(x
) = { i - k - y|
1 0
otherwise,
then yVf-convergence coincides with that of the Euclidean space. However, the system of neighbourhoods OM generates the discrete topology. Namely, if we take
a = 0.4, then for each x G 5ft there holds
OM,OA(X)

= [ : r - 0 . 5 , x + 0.5],

since M(x,y) > 0.4 if and only if \x — y\ < 0.5. Since the point x was chosen
arbitrarily, each closed interval of the length 1 is contained in OM a n d hence any
singleton is contained in TM •
Theorem 2. Let A be an aggregation operator. Let {Afi}i and {Mi}i be two
sequences of one-dimensional nearness relations such that, for all i and all x, y G 5ft,
the following holds
Mi{x,y)>Mi{x,y).
(2)
Denote AN and AM the (weak) nearness relations defined by aggregating the systems
{Afi}i and {Mi}i, respectively, by A. Then for any sequence {zk}k of elements of
X if {zk}k is AM -convergent, then it is .4/y-convergent.
P r o o f . The assertion in question follows immediately from the monotonicity of
the aggregation operator A and from formula (2). Namely, let the sequence {zk}k
be AM -convergent to z G X. Then
lim AM(zk,z)

=1

k—>oo

and by formula (2) for any k
AM(zk,z)

< Atf(zk,z)

< 1.

•
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2.2. Finitely dimensional linear space
In this section we will consider just aggregation operators, A, with the following
properties
CI. A is left-continuous at 1 in each coordinate.
C2. 1 is the output of the aggregation if and only if all inputs equal to 1.
Theorem 3. Let X be an n-dimensional linear space. Let {J\fi}f=l be a system
of strict one-dimensional nearness relations such that, for each x G 3? and each
1 < i < n, the following holds
\imAfi(x,y)

= l

(3)

y-*x

and let A be an aggregation operator fulfilling the properties CI and C2. Denote
£ : A' x X —> [0,1] the following relation
£(u,v) = A(Afi(ui,vi),Af2(u2,v2),...

,Mn(un,vn)).

Then £ is a weak nearness relation and the ^-convergence coincides with the convergence in the n-dimensional Euclidean topological space.
P r o o f . The fact that £ is a weak nearness relation is due to Lemma 1. Let {ZJ}J
be a sequence of elements of the space X, converging to some point u G X in the
Euclidean topology. Then for each coordinate i the following holds
l i m Zi j = Ui.

(4)

j—>oo

Hence, formula (3) implies
lim Afi(zij,Ui)

= 1.

(5)

j—>oo

This and the property CI of the aggregation operator A imply that the sequence
{ZJ}J ^-converges to u.
On the other hand, let {ZJ}J if-converge to u. Then properties CI and C2 of
A imply that for each coordinate i formula (5) holds. This and formula (3) imply
formula (4) for each coordinate and hence we get that {ZJ}J converges to u G X in
the Euclidean topology.
•
Theorem 4. Let X be an n-dimensional linear space. Let {J\fi}7-=i be a system
of strict one-dimensional nearness relations such that, for each x G 3? and each
1 < i < n, the following holds
lim Mi(x,y)<

1

(6)

y->x

and let A be an aggregation operator fulfilling the properties CI and C2. Denote
V : X x X -> [0,1] the following relation
V(u,v)

= A(Mi(ui,vi),M2(u2,v2),...

,Mn(un,vn)).
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Then V is a weak nearness relation and the ©-convergence coincides with the convergence in the discrete n-dimensional topological space.
P r o o f . The fact that V is a weak nearness relation is due to Lemma 1. Let
{ZJ}J be a sequence of elements of the space X, converging to some point it G I in
the discrete topology. Then it is constant beginning with some index j . Hence it is
P-convergent.
On the other hand, if {zj}j is P-convergent, then formula (6) and the properties
CI and C2 of the aggregation operator A imply that {zj}j is constant beginning
with some index j . Hence it is convergent in the discrete topology.
•
3. THE SPACE OF ALL SEQUENCES
Now, the space X will be the space of all sequences. We will have a system of
one-dimensional nearness relations, {Mi}i, and the (weak) n-dimensional nearness
relation M : X x X -» [0; 1] will be given by
M({xi}i,

{yi}i) = A(Afi(xi;y1),Af2(x2',y2),

• • •)>

where A is an aggregation operator (particularly, various kinds of means, and continuous t-norms). Throughout the whole rest of the paper, as the linear space X,
we take the space of all sequences.
3.1. Weighted arithmetic means
In this section, we consider the weighted arithmetic means as the aggregation operator.
Definition 8. Let {wi}^
be a sequence of positive weights such that $Z£i wi = 1
and let {A/i}?^ be a sequence of one-dimensional nearness relations. Then the
weighted arithmetic mean of the sequence {Ni}c£L1 is defined by
A^AÍ^UÍ^Í)}^)

= Y^wi

'NÍ(UÍ,VÍ)

2=1

where {ui}i and {vi}i are sequences of real numbers.
Obviously, Lemma 1 implies that the above defined weighted arithmetic mean of
a system of one-dimensional nearness relations is a weak nearness relation.
Theorem 5. Let {wi}i be a system of positive weights with their sum equal to 1.
Let {Ni}i be a system of strict one-dimensional nearness relations such that, for any
x <E5R,
WmNi(x,y) = \.
(7)
y—>x
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Define £00 as the weighted arithmetic mean of the system {Afi}i. Then the £00convergence coincides with the pointwise convergence of sequences.
P r o o f , Let {{zij}i} • be a sequence of elements of A', which is pointwise convergent to {ui}i G X. Choose some a G]0,1[. We are to show that there exists a j a
such that, for all n > j a , {zin}n is contained in the a-neighbourhood of {t*i}i, i.e.
{zin}n e 0Eoo,a({ui}i).

(8)

Denote e = 1 - a. Then there exists a ka such that YliZi wi > 1 ~~ § • ^ n e P ° i n t w i s e
convergence of {{zij}i}. and formula (7) imply that the index j a can be chosen in
such a way that, for all n > j a and all 1 < i < ka,
Ni(Zin,U>i) > 1 - - .
and hence
kQ

^2 Wi ' Ni(zin,Ui) > (l - -J

2

i=l

and this implies formula (8).
On the other hand, assume that {{zij}i} • is not pointwise convergent to {ui}i G
Ar. Then there exists some i such that
limsup \zij — Ui\ > 0.
j—•oo

Then the strictness of the nearness relation Mi implies
Urn mi J\fi(zij,Ui) < 1.
j->oo

This implies that {{zzj}i} • is not £oo-convergent.

•

Theorem 8. Let {wi}i be a system of positive weights with their sum equal to 1
and let {Mi}i be a system of strict one-dimensional nearness relations such that, for
any x G 5R, the following holds
\\mNi(x,y)

< 1.

(9)

Define X>oo as the weighted arithmetic mean of the system {Mi}i. Then a sequence
{{^j}*} • °f points of the space of X Poo-converges to {ui}i if and only if, for any z,
there exists a j% such that for all m > ji there holds Zim = Ui.
P r o o f . The idea of the proof is similar to that of the proof of Theorem 5. Let
{{zij}i}. fulfil the requirements of the assertion in question. Then, for any a G]0,1[,
we can find some ka such that YliZi wi > a- Moreover, there exists some n such
that, for all m > n and for all 1 < i < fca, there holds Zim = Ui. This implies that
{{zij}i}j is £>oo-convergent.
If the sequence {{zij}i}. does not fulfil the requirements of the assertion in question, then there exists some i such that the sequence {zij}^m
is not constant for
any m. Hence formula (9) implies that {{zij}i} • is not Poo-convergent.
---
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Example 3. Consider the following sequences
*! = ( 1 , 1 , 1 , . . . ) ,

z2 = ( 0 , 1 , 1 , . . . ) ,

z3 = ( 0 , 0 , 1 , . . . ) , . . .

(10)

and

Ui =

U2 =

{\'h\'~)'

U3 =

(i'ii---)'

(11)

{hi\'-)--

Then we get the following
— The sequence (10) is both £oo- and Poo-convergent.
— The sequence (11) is £oo-convergent, but it is not X>oo-convergent.
3.2.

Weighted harmonic means

The weighted harmonic mean is defined by the following:
Definition 9. Let {wi}^
be a sequence of positive weights such that X l S i wi ~ *
and let {Mi}^x be a sequence of one-dimensional nearness relations. Then the
weighted harmonic mean of the sequence {JVi}g1 is defined by

nW(ui,vi)m1)=

E

OO

*

Wj

'

ЛÍІ(UІ,VІ)

i=1

with the convention \ = oo.
Obviously, Lemma 1 implies that the above defined weighted harmonic mean of
a system of one-dimensional nearness relations is a nearness relation.
Example 4. Consider again the sequences (10) and (11) and the following onedimensional nearness relations
=

Ni(x,y)

max{0,1 -

{

\x-y\},

1

if x = y

max {0, | ( 1 - | s - 2/|)}

Xx±y

JV.3 = max {0,1 - \\x - y\} .
For any positive sequence of weights {WJ}J denote
^i

E

= =^

1
Wj
w~

i M\(x\,yi)

>
>

V~^
^' *'-*
2 = =
-;

l

W i

wl

2-^i N2(zi,2/i)

'>

__
^ 3

—

V

s

l^i

1

W i

'

M3(x\,Vi)

Then the sequence (10) is ^-convergent and the corresponding limit is the se
quence (0,0,0,...).
The sequence (11) is Hi- and % 3 -convergent and the corresponding limit is
(0,0,0,...).
Concerning the nearness relation V,2 none of the sequences, (10) and (11), is
convergent.
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T h e o r e m 7. Let {A/i}i be a sequence of one-dimensional nearness relations and
{wi}i be a sequence of positive weights. Then, for any sequence {{z;j}i} of elements of K, if {z,j}j is HN-convergent then {z j}j is ^Iv-convergenV T-LN and AN
are the corresponding weighted harmonic and weighted arithmetic means, respectively, of the given system of one-dimensional nearness relations {J\fi}i. On the other
hand, assume that the nearness relations from the system {J\fi}i are strict and let
{{2ifc}i}fc be .yt/v-convergent. Then there exists a system of one-dimensional strict
nearness relations {Mi}i such that {{zik}i}k is HM-convergent, where HM is the
corresponding weighted harmonic mean.
P r o o f . Assume that some sequence { { ^ } i } • of elements of X H/v-converges to
{iii}i G X. The weighted harmonic mean of a sequence of nonnegative numbers is
less then or equal to the weighted arithmetic mean of that sequence. This implies
that if, for some j and some a, H/v({zij}i, {^i}i) > OL then -4Iv({zij}i, {^i}i) > OL.
Hence we get that the HIv-convergence implies the ^Al-convergence.
Let {{zij}i}- be AN-convergent to a sequence {ui}i G X and let the nearness relations Mi be strict. We can construct the system of one-dimensional strict nearness
relations {Mi}i by
Mi(x,y)

> 1 - T <£> sup{|z in -Ui\\n>
J

j} > \x - y\

(12)

for j = 1,2,... Since, for each i, the sequence {zij}j is .y4Iv-convergent (and hence
pointwise convergent), the nearness relation Mi is strict. The construction of
the system of nearnes relations {Mi}i implies that the sequence {{zij}i}7- is HMconvergent.
•
Remark 1. (a) In fact, Theorem 7 says that if the nearness relations from the
system {Afi}i are strict then HAt-convergence implies the pointwise convergence.
And conversely, if we have a pointwise convergent sequence {{zij}i} then we are
able to find some system M = {Mi}i of strict nearness relations such that {{zij}{}.
is %M-convergent.
(b) Unlike the weighted arithmetic means, the weighted harmonic means have 0 as
their annihilator and they are right-continuous at 0. This is the main difference
between those two kinds of means which results also into different corresponding
convergences.
3.3. General weighted pseudo-arithmetic means
The pseudo-arithmetic mean which is proposed by the author is a generalization
of the well-known quasi-arithmetic mean, where the function / is not assumed to
be strictly monotone (since, from the point of view of the convergence, the strict
monotonicity is not necessary). This section gives a global viewpoint at the convergence based on the general pseudo-arithmetic means. The results from the previous
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 play an important role, since the convergences based on the
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weighted arithmetic and weighted harmonic means are some kinds of 'prototypes' of
the studied one.
First, let us define those weighted pseudo-arithmetic means.
Definition 10. Let / : [0,1] -» [0,co] be a monotone function such that /(0) / / ( l ) .
Let {wi}i be a sequence of positive weights with

~lwi = l.
i=l

Then the weighted pseudo-arithmetic mean of a sequence {ti}i of numbers from [0,1]
is defined by

rf({ti}i) = f^r£wif(ti)Y

(is)

/ ( _ 1 ) is the pseudo-inverse of / defined as
f inf {x G [0,1]; f(x) > y} if / is non-decreasing
[ inf {x G [0,1]; f(x) < y} if / is non-increasing
with the convention inf 0 = 1.
For the properties of pseudo-inverse functions see e.g. [9] or [14].
In fact, it is not important what the value of / ( l ) is. It is just necessary that
/ ( l ) is finite and / ( l ) ^ / ( 0 ) . In the following we will assume / ( l ) = 1.
The next lemma is a direct consequence of the properties of pseudo-inverse functions. Therefore its proof is omitted.
Lemma 2. Let / : [0,1] —> [l,oo] be a non-increasing function with / ( l ) = 1 and
/(0) = co. Denote Vj the weighted pseudo-arithmetic mean defined by formula
(13), applied to a sequence of one-dimensional nearness relations {Ni}i. Then, for
any u,v G X, v ^ 0, there holds
lim Vf(u\ u + tv) = sup{s; f(s) = oo}.
t —>oo

An assertion similar to Lemma 2 could be formulated also for non-decreasing
functions / .
The following lemma is a technical tool for the next theorem.
Lemma 3. Let / : [0,1] -» [l,oo] be a decreasing function with / ( l ) = 1 and
/(0) = oo. Assume that both, / and f^~l\ are left-continuous at 1, / is rightcontinuous at 0 and / ( _ 1 ) is left-continuous at oo. Let JV be a one-dimensional
nearness relation. Then A4, defined by

M(u,v) =

f^(-^—r),
\Ni(u,v)J

Nearness Relations
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is a nearness relation.
P r o o f . The properties 1. and 2. of Definition 2, the reflexivity and symmetry,
are obvious. The monotonicity of / implies the monotonicity of / ' - 1 ^ . This implies
the property 3. The property 4, the limit one, is due to the left-continuity of /^ _ 1 ^
at oo.
D
T h e o r e m 8. Let {Afi}i be a system of strict one-dimensional nearness relations,
{wi}i a system of positive weights and / : [0,1] -» [0,oo] be a monotone function
such t h a t / ( l ) = l a n d / ( 0 ) 7-- 1. Let {{zij }i} . be a sequence of elements of the linear
space X. Let Vj be the above defined weighted pseudo-arithmetic mean applied to
the system {M%}i. Then the following holds
(a) Let / be not left-continuous at 1. Then the sequence {zj}j
and only if for any n
lim

y^Wi • f (Ni(zij',Zij+k))

(j,к)-*(oo,oo)
,-»(oo,oo) z' — '
2=1

is /^/-convergent if

> lim f(x)
X->1-

in case / is non-decreasing and
00

lim

y^m

(j,A0->
(00,00)—
' •
)->(oo,oo)
1=1

< lim f(x)

' f(Ni(zij',Zij+k))

X-+1-

in case / is non-increasing.
(b)Let / ( _ 1 ) be not left-continuous at 1. Then the sequence {z.j}j is Vj -convergent
if and only if there is a jo such that for all j > jo, all n and all i
f(Afk(zij,Zij+k))

= 1.

l

(c) Let both, / and f^~ \ be left-continuous at 1 and /(0) ^ 00. Assume /(0) = 0.
Then {zj}j is /^/-convergent if and only if it is convergent with respect to the
weighted arithmetic mean, applied to the system of nearness relations {Ni}i.
(d) Let both, / and f^~l\ be left-continuous at 1, /(0) = 00 and sup{x;/(x) =
00} = 0 and let / be right-continuous at 0. Then {zj}j is Vj -convergent if and
only if it is convergent with respect to the weighted harmonic mean applied to the
system of one-dimensional nearness relations < / ^ " ^ \j-) \ •
P r o o f . Parts (a) and (b) of this theorem are implied by the fact that if / is
left-discontinuous at 1 then / ( - 1 ) is continuous at / ( l ) and it has an interval of
constantness and vice versa. For parts (c) and (d), one must realize that from the
point of view of the convergence the only important points of the domain of / are 1
and 0. Hence, if both / and /^ _ 1 ^ are continuous at 1 and, in part (c) /(0) ^ 00, the
pseudo-arithmetic mean is just a transformations of the weighted arithmetic mean
and because of the continuity of / and /^ _ 1 ^ at 1 for any sequence {{zij}x}- of
elements of the space X the following holds:
lim
(j,k)-> (00,00)

Afi(zij,zik)

= 1 <* ,

Km

J (MfajiZik))

O,fc)-»(oo,oo)

= 1.

(14)
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In part (d), of course, formula (14) holds also and we have /(0) = oo and
sup{x;/(x) = 00} = 0, i.e. if in at least one coordinate, z, the nearness Mi is
equal to 0, then the whole weighted pseudo-inverse Vj equals to 0, i.e. 0 is the annihilator of the weighted pseudo-inverse mean and, since / is right-continuous at 0,
the weighted pseudo-arithmetic mean is also right-continuous at 0. This completes
the proof of part (d).
•
E x a m p l e 5. (a) Let / : [0,1] -> [0,1] be the following function

{

1

for x = 1

0.9x otherwise.
Consider the nearness relation A/i from Example 4 in each coordinate. Put the
weight w\ = 0.9. Then the sequence (10) from Example 3 is ^/-convergent, since
for any j , k > 2
00

Xl^/(M(zzj;^))>0.9
t=i

hence

rf(z.j;z.k) = /<-^ (f>./(M(*.j;*.,*))J = 1.
It can be shown that under the above conditions the sequence (11) is not Vfconvergent.
(b) Let / : [0,1] -> [0,1] be the following
( 1

for x > 0.9

[ jfgX

otherwise

and consider again the one-dimensional nearness relation A/i in each coordinate.
Then none of the sequences (10) and (11) is V/-convergent. On the other hand, the
sequence defined by
z2j-i
z2j

=
=

(0.1;0;0.1;0;0.1;0;...)
(0; 0.1; 0; 0.1; 0; 0.1;...)

is ^/-convergent, since / ( M ( 0 ; 0 . 1 ) ) = /(0.9) = 1.
If we consider the sequence
z2j-i
z2j

=
=

(0;0;0.1;0;0.1;0;0.1;...)
(0; 0.1; 0; 0.1; 0; 0.1;...)

(i. e. the first coordinate is fixed) and we take the weight w\ = 0.9, then this sequence
is ^/-convergent regardless of the fact which nearness relations we consider in the
coordinates.
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3.4. G e o m e t r i c m e a n
Beside the weighted pseudo-arithmetic means there is yet one important mean,
namely the geometric one. Let us examine the basic properties of the corresponding
convergence and finally compare the results with those from the foregoing sections.
Definition 1 1 . Let {Afi}i be a system of one-dimensional nearness relations. Then
by the geometric mean of this system of nearness relations we will understand the
following
G ((sus2,s3,...);
=

(vuv2,v3,...))

lim'mi ^/j\f1(si,vi)Af2(s2,v2)..

.J\fi(si,Vi).

(15)

i—»oo

Lemma 4. Let {an}n be a sequence of real numbers, all being from ]0,1]. Let b
be such that, for all numbers an, beginning with the index no, there holds b < an.
Then the geometric mean is bounded from below by b.
A direct consequence of Lemma 1 is the following:
Lemma 5. The geometric mean applied to one-dimensional nearness relations, defined by formula (15), is a nearness relation, i.e. for any u,v £ X the following
holds
lim Q(u\u + tv) = 0.
t—>oo

Theorem 9. Let {uj}j be a sequence of elements of X which is pointwise convergent. Then there exists a system of one-dimensional strict nearness relations { M } ;
such that {{w^}i}. is (/-convergent, where Q is the nearness relation defined by
formula (15).
P r o o f . The system of nearness relations {Afi}i can be constructed in the same
way as it has been done by formula (12).
•
Lemma 6. Let {uj}j be a sequence of elements of X, and {Mi}i any system of
one-dimensional nearness relations such that the given sequence has a limit in the
corresponding nearness relation Q and moreover
Q I {liminf w^}i, {limsupUij}i J > 0.
Then this limit is not given uniquely.
The proof of this Lemma is contained in the next example.
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Example 6. Consider the sequences (10) and (11) from Example 3 and the sequence
defined as
«*=

°' U

• І

. 7

•••• •

(16)

Further, consider the one-dimensional nearness relations A/}, for j = 1,2,3, from
Example 4 and the following system of one-dimensional nearness relations
Mk(x,y)

= max j o , 1 - j-\x - y\\ .

(17)

Let Gj denote the corresponding nearness relations defined by formula (15), using
each time A/}, respectively (in each coordinate), and let GA denote the geometric
mean of the system of nearness relations (17).
Then the following can be proved
— Sequence (10) is ^-convergent, moreover it is a Gz~ 'constant sequence', since
G3(z.,i1)z.^2) = 1 for any ii,z 2 - Sequence (10) is not convergent with respect
to G\ and £ 2 .
— Sequence (11) is convergent with respect to all nearness relations Gj (j = 1, 2,3)
and moreover we get
Gl(z.ii,Z.j)

= G2(z.k,Z.j)

= £3(2.,ii,2.,i 2 ) = 1

for all ii,i2— Sequence (16) is convergent with respect to none of the nearness relations Gj
j = 1,2,3.
— Concerning the nearness relation £4, all three sequences are convergent and
their limits are all sequences, whose first element is from [0,1[ interval and all
other elements are from [0,1].
Remark 2. We see that the main difference between the weighted arithmetic and
weighted harmonic means on one side and the geometric mean on the other side,
is that using a geometric mean we have no uniquely given limit. On the other
hand, if we had considered some kind of weighted geometric mean, i.e. the sum
of all exponents equal to 1, then this would be just a special case of the weighted
pseudo-arithmetic mean with / = log and hence the limit would be given uniquely.
Remark 3. Further, for a suitably given system of one-dimensional nearness relations {Mi}i and a given sequence {z.j}j of elements of X it may happen that the sequence {z.j}j has limits with respect the given system {Mi}i aggregated by weighted
arithmetic, weighted harmonic and geometric means, but the limit(s) achieved using
the corresponding geometric mean differs from that using the weighted arithmetic
or weighted harmonic means.
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3.5. N e a r n e s s relations a g g r e g a t e d by t - n o r m s
We will now consider continuous t-norms to aggregate the system of nearness relations {Afi}i.
T h e o r e m 10. Let A/i. and A/2 be strict one-dimensional nearness relations given by
j\fj(x,y) = fj(\x — y\) for j = 1,2, where fj : [0,co[-» [0,1] are non-increasing functions with fj(0) = 1 and right-continuous at 0. Then, for any sequence {{zi,j}i}of elements of the space A^, we get that {{zij};} is inf/^}-convergent if and only
if it is inf{yv2}"Convergent (this means, in each coordinate, we use the same nearness relation, A/i or A/2, respectively, and aggregate them using inf.) The resulting
topology is that of the uniform convergence.
P r o o f . By their definitions, nearness relations A/i and A/2 are just transformations of metric, continuous at 0. This implies the assertion in question.
•
T h e o r e m 1 1 . Let {{zi,j}i} be a sequence of elements of A' which is pointwise
convergent. Then, Tor any continuous t-norm T, there exists a sequence of onedimensional strict nearness relations {Mi}i such that {zi,.}i is T™x A/f^-convergent.
P r o o f . We will prove the theorem for the Lukasiewicz t-norm. We can use the
slightly modified construction defined by formula (12). We choose some sequence
{oci}i such that
CO

0 < 1 + ^(ai

- 1)

i=\

which is the 'countable version' of Lukasiewicz t-norm. Denote the right-hand side
of the above inequality by K. For the given sequence {{zi,j}i} we put
1 - Mi(x,y)

< (1 - K)J(l -ai)

<-> sup{|^ n - zik\]k,n

> j} > \x - y\.

Then we get for all k, n > j the following
00

1+ E

00

(*<<(*,*; «*) - 1) > 1 - (1 - K)j ^ ( 1 - at) = 1 - (1 - K)l+>

i=\

i=\

and hence we get that the sequence {{zi,j}i}- is LM-convergent, where LM is the
nearness relation defined by applying Lukasiewicz t-norm to the system of onedimensional nearness relations Mi.
•
T h e o r e m 12. Let {J\fi}i be a sequence of one-dimensional strict nearness relations
and T be a t-norm. Then there exists a sequence {{zij}i}j of elements of X which
is pointwise convergent, but which is not convergent with respect to -T^A/i.
P r o o f . We will construct the sequence {{zij}i}- to be not inf{A/i}-convergent
and hence also not convergent with respect to any other t-norm. Put
za = yi

such that Mi(0,yi) = 0
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and for i > 1 put
( sup{y]Afi(0,y)

= 1 - £}

for k < i

Zik — \

\ zn

for k > i

This sequence pointwise converges to (0,0,...), but it is not inf {A/*}-convergent
since for any i A/^O, zi.i+i) = 0.
•
Example 7. (a) Consider the sequence

* - ( i ; ?;?;!;...)

08)

\^ ^ ^ ^ J
and the system of one-dimensional nearness relations
Nj(x,y) = m a x ^ 0 ; l - -\x - y\ \
Then

••*{*, (£o)} = i-i.

Hence, the sequence (18) has a limit with respect to M = inf^A/j.
(b) If we take the product t-norm, then (18) is not HJ^i-A/}-convergent, but we
can define by induction another system of one-dimensional nearness relations in the
following way

( i + 1) + 1
AM1.0)=?;
4' A U
\i' i , o
J V (i + 1)- . ' " •
,x

Assume that we know already the values of Mk-i
value of Mk ( f , 0 ) by

Mt(k-,0)=

»

i' y

(^j^O).

Then we define the

«•(« + « ' + '

.M.-.^.O)

(i + l ) ' + '

We get

nr =1 Ni fc (^ fc ;0) = ^ - ,
z+ 1
hence the sequence (18) is n ^ A l ^ - c o n v e r g e n t .
Example 8. Consider the sequence

_(__ 1 1
Zt

~

\

\2i,3i,4i,"J

and take the system of one-dimensional nearness relations
Hk(x,y) = max {0; 1 - (k + l)k\x - y\}

(19)
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Then we get for each i
inî{Лík(zLk;0)}

= 0

k

since zk,k = (FfTF

a n d

and, as it is easy to see, t h e sequence (19) is not inf^ A/^-convergent (and hence it is
not convergent also when replacing inf by any other t-norm).
4. CONCLUSION
The results of this paper show t h a t we have a variety of convergences in the linear space of sequences. Each of t h e convergences represents a certain 'speed' with
which the coordinates of t h e given sequence converge. T h e weakest topology (when
aggregating strict one-dimensional nearness relations) is the topology of pointwise
convergence achieved by t h e weighted arithmetic mean.
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